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Effect of the Gyroscopic 
Moment, Centrifugal Force 
and Hydroplaning on the 
Critical Speed of the Vehicle 
 
A B S T R A C T  

Driving vehicles on curved roads is dangerous because of the risk of accidents. This is 

due to the centrifugal force, gyroscopic moment and hydroplaning of the vehicle, ending 

with vehicle slipping or tipping. The aim of this research is to find the critical speed 

under any one of the above mentioned risks. The water pressure under the vehicle tires 

was calculated using Matlab R2017a in order to find the pressure value that able to lift 

the vehicle causing slipping and then going out of control. The effect of many 

parameters, on the vehicle hydroplaning have been studied. These parameters  are tire 

width, wheel load and water layer thickness. While for vehicle slipping due to the 

centrifugal force or the gyroscopic moment, the following parameters  have been 

studied. These parameters are  height of vehicle gravity center, vehicle width, radius of 

the circular path, and track angle. The results showed that the gyroscopic torque 

negatively affects the critical velocity of the vehicle, and it reduced it about 0.549%.The 

centrifugal effect is the has the greatest influence on the gyroscopic effect, and the 

gyroscopic effect pushes the vehicle outward and increases the radius of the rotation, 

while the gyroscopic couple effect ,at low radius. of low rotation, is very small. 

Gyroscopic impact is increased by increasing the radius of the rotation path. The result 

also showed the increase of the  road surface angle and  surface at the turning the 

influence positively on the safe speed of the vehicle at all the above variables. 

 © 2019 TJES, College of Engineering, Tikrit University 

DOI:  http://dx.doi.org/10.25130/tjes.26.2.06  

 وقوة الطرد المركزي واالنزالق المائي على السرعة الحرجة للمركبة دراسة تأثير العزم الجيروسكوبي

 الخالصة

و   ب تأثير العزم الجيروسكوبيسير المركبات على الطرق المنحنية والمنعطفات ينطوي على الكثير من المخاطر التي قد تؤدي بها إلى االنزالق أو حتى االنقالب وذلك بسب

سبب طبقة الماء  التي تغطي سطح الطريق . لذلك اهتمت الدراسات والبحوث بإيجاد السرعة الحرجة األمنه للمركبة تجاه تلك المخاطر. قوة الطرد المركزي وخطر طوفانها ب

الضغط منها , عرض قيمة ذلك  تم احتساب قيمة ضغط الماء الالزم لرفع اطار المركبة عن سطح الطريق  وقد تم األخذ بنظر االعتبار عوامل الطريق والمركبة المؤثرة على

وهي ارتفاع مركز  لمركزي ,االطار , وحمل االطار ,وسمك طبقة الماء على سطح الطريق .كما تمت دراسة تأثير العوامل التي تؤثر في العزم الجيروسكوبي وقوة الطرد ا

النتائج أن العزم الجيروسكوبي يؤثر سلبا على السرعة الحرجة  وعرض المركبة ,ونصف قطر دائرة انعطاف الطريق وزاوية ميالن سطح الطريق. أظهرت الثقل للمركبة ,

( ويكون لتأثير الطرد المركزي التأثير األكبر والتي تطغى على التأثير الجيروسكوبي , ويزداد ظهور التأثير الجيروسكوبي 0.549للمركبة , ويكون قليل حيث ال يتجاوز )%

عرض المركبة وارتفاع مركز ثقلها تأثير واضح على زيادة هذا التأثير. كما أظهرت النتائج أن لزيادة ميالن سطح الطريق بزيادة نصف قطر مسار الدوران., ويكون لزيادة 

 عند االنعطاف تأثير إيجابي على السرعة اآلمنة للمركبة عند جميع المتغيرات أعاله.
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1.Introduction   
        Maintaining vehicle  stability during driving  on 

roads is an important mater, therefore the researchers  

developed and worked many concepts and methods of 

multiple innovative ideas for dealing with this mater. All 

these prediction techniques were used to monitor early 

vehicle accident, to come up with a new design criteria 

for the vehicle  that involving all this  parameters, in this 

prediction calculations. Which means redesigning the 

vehicle with the consideration of   stability improvement, 

and  achieving a higher speed without accidents due to 

any of the mentioned reason. These accidents could 

happen due to skewed maneuver or because of the rapid 

loss of friction on the roads and many other reasons. The 

presence of a water layer on the road surface cause 

losing the vehicle control also. This would happen when 

the force resulting from the water pressure is equal to the 

vehicle load including its mass so-called water slide [1]. 

Many researches and studies that dealing with this mater, 

has been conducted since the sixties of the last century. 

This has been done in order to find the safe vehicle speed 

and safe aircraft landing speed, on the  runways. There 

are many factors that may effect the critical speed of the 

vehicle including the characteristics of tires, vehicles, 

environmental conditions and driver skill ,  and this 

could  occur on uneven roads, cliffs or winding roads, or  

traveling on a curved roads and therefore an angular 

momentum will be initiated producing an effective 

gyroscopic torque that have what called gyroscopic 

effect, which is exist in a large scale   In the air or marine 

vehicles such as aircraft and ships. In addition to that a 

centrifugal force will be exist which make the situation 

more dangerous.  

     The gyroscope is a device in which the axis of  

spinning wheel or disc gives an angular motion around 

the an axis, perpendicular to the axis of spin, an angular 

acceleration acts on the body about the third vertical 

axis. while rotating ,orientation of  axis of spinning 

wheel is uneffected by the external   tilting or rotation of 

the mounting foundation. Applications of gyroscopes 

include inertial navigation systems as in the Hubble 

telescope, intercontinental ballistic missiles and the 

stabilization of the flying vehicles unmanned aerial 

vehicles, and commercial ships [2].  

Many studies used the historical accidents data and took 

different kinds  of influencing factors into account as an 

approach to analyze the changes in safety levels of 

signalized intersections after a specific countermeasure is 

implemented. However, it takes a very long time to 

obtain statistically sufficient data. Brach [3] investigated 

the speed at which the vehicle deviates from its 

trajectory through the critical velocity equation that takes 

into account the centrifugal effect that depends on the 

radius of the circular path. Chang [4]  study the stability 

of vehicles on the horizontal plain roads and the 

relationship between the minimum radius of the road 

with the lateral friction and the angle of the road 

hopes at a specific design speed, taking into 

account the vehicle's body, and found 

approximately 12-30% difference in the values of 

the minimum radius, And that is the coup may be 

more important than the lateral slip in modern 

vehicles. Lambert [5] Checked of the most 

effective characteristics on the vehicle, in coup 

and tested the methods of the electronic stability 

controllers to improve stability, and develop a 

detailed model of the vehicle including the tilt 

vehicle and the dynamics of individual wheels 

and the development of equations to calculate the 

maximum side acceleration and allowed speed 

before the coup, and proved that the results can 

improve stability and avoid the coup With proper 

implementation of ESC and output limits. Metz. 

[6] Studied the vehicles sliding during uniform  

rotation and through the experience of movement 

of vehicles under wet conditions road. The 

possibility of the vehicle's sliding is usually 

caused by several reasons, including movement of 

the vehicle through braking or changing the speed 

of the vehicle and other reasons, (Wet), and the 

interference in the frame and sliding behavior was 

studied theoretically and accurately. Muhsin et al. 

[7] studied the safe speed of the vehicles on the 

wet road, taking into consideration two types of 

tires, smooth tire, and decorative tire and studied 

the effect of several factors, including the width 

of the tire,  radius and the number of grooves, 

width , depth, shape ratio, tire load and thickness 

of the water layer at critical speed, they concluded 

that   increasing the tire width  and radius,  

thickness of the water layer on the road negatively 

effects the critical speed of the vehicle. Increasing 

the tire load and the number of grooves, depth, 

width and shape ratio positively effect the critical 

speed of the vehicle. Žuraulis et al. [8] The 

analysis of the lateral dynamic factors that 

effecting the vehicle, the angle of turning of the 

wheel to determine the critical velocity values in 

which the control of the vehicle is lost. The 

experimental results were compared with the 

theoretical calculations, at 10 m path radius, the 

experimental speed was 27.86 km / km / h. 30.57. 

Nishad Kumbhojkar et al. [9]  worked on 

introducing the gyroscopic effect on a two-

wheeled vehicle to achieve stability on the road. 

On the basis of the gyroscope on ships  balance  

and aircraft. They  created a two-wheeled model 

containing rotary disks that would introduce the 

gyroscopic effect to achieve balance and stability. 

Colvin [10] developed the stability control of 

gyroscopic torque (CMG) and verified it using the 

MATLAB / Simulink program, thus setting a 
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model for mentoring behavior and response to an 

unstable body with gyroscopic installation application. In 

order to improve the safety of stability of the two-wheel 

vehicles, which will provide the ability to maneuver and 

stabile of its users compared to vehicles. Implementing a 

vehicle using this technique can generate a safer and 

more maneuverable vehicles for general and military 

users. Luo et al. [11] studied the risk of the water slide 

on horizontal and vertical slopes and calculate the 

predicted velocity of water slide using two models that 

based on Gallaway and USF using three-dimensional 

laser imaging data and showed that the sliding speed is 

more sensitive to the lateral slope of the longitudinal 

slope, decreases with longitudinal grade increase and 

increases with lateral slope. Mashadi et al. [12] designed 

a gyroscopic system  to apply reverse (corrective) torque 

to the vehicle in the opposite direction of the coup. Its 

performance has been verified during simulations of 

some intense maneuvers and the results showed that the 

system is able to install  the car successfully. Gopinath et 

al. [13] used the same principle as gyroscopic stabilizers 

used in ships and aeronautical aircraft, he designed and 

manufactured the self-balancing of a two-wheeled 

vehicle. The study was carried out by taking various 

factors into account, and optimal balance results were 

obtained with the effect of the gyroscopic torque. The 

main purposes of this study to find the effect of 

hydroplaning ,centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment. 

separately on critical speed of the vehicle, and find the 

effect of hydroplaning, centrifugal force and gyroscopic 

moment. to gather on critical speed of the vehicle 

 

2.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

        A mathematical model of a standard four wheelers 

under curved navigation was considered  with all the 

forces and torques encounters. This model was imported 

in MATLAB and a standard set of vehicle parameters 

were assumed for analysis of the model. The system was 

analyzed for the dependency and effect of each 

parameter on the stability of the four wheeler during 

cornering  factors and parameters governing the four 

wheeler dynamics during curve navigation were 

identified, by dynamically nullifying instabilities in the 

vehicular system . 

3.MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 
 

3.1.Modeling Vehicle Coup due to 
Gyroscopic Moment Effect 
      When the vehicle is turn on road, three loads effect it, 

as the weight of the vehicle, centrifugal force and 

reactive gyroscopic moment. The vehicle weight effect 

vertically  through the  center of gravity. While the effect 

of centrifugal force appears when the vehicle 

travelling on a circular path, this effect  is radially 

outward through the  center of gravity, and it 

overturn the vehicle. the centrifugal force is: 

 
Table 1 

Parameters used in the analysis  

Parameter Details 
 

Passenger car tire ASTM E 501 standard G78-

15 tire 

Analyzed tire Smooth tire 

Pavement surface Smooth plane surface 

Vehicle load 1600 , 2000 , 2400 and 2800 

KG 

Wheel load 400 , 500 , 600 and 700 KG 

Tire width 140 , 160 , 180 , 200 and 

220 mm 

Cross Section 

Radius 

280 , 300 , 320 , 340 and 

360 mm 

Water depth 5  , 7 , 8  and 10 mm 

Vehicle width 1.5 , 1.6 , 1.7 , 1.8 and  1.9 

m 

Height of the 

gravity center of  

the vehicle HC.G 

0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7 and 0.8 m 

Circular path 

radius 

0 , 50 , 100 , 150 , 200 and 

240 m 

Track angle of the 

road 

0 , 2.29 , 3.39 and 5 degree 

   

𝐹𝑐 = 𝑀𝜔𝑝
2𝑅 = 𝑀

𝑉2

𝑅2 𝑅                                          (1)              

𝐹𝑐 =
𝑀𝑉2

𝑅
                                                                   (2)

  
While the reactive gyroscopic moment effect due 

to rotating part in vehicle, effect while turning on 

a circular path. To learn the mechanism of the 

reactive gyroscopic moment. Take a reference 

frame with the axes g1, g2 and g3 is fixed to the 

gyroscope as the Fig. 1.a These axes are initially 

parallel to the axes X, Y and Z respectively fixed 

to the vehicle. The Kane–Levinson   method is 

applied for deriving the gyroscope equations of 

motion  according to [14]: 

 

𝑀𝐺𝑋 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝑀𝐺𝑦

+ 𝐼𝑅(−∅̈  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + �̇�∅̇  

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 + �̈�) = 0  (3) 

111 
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𝑀𝐺𝑍 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 +
𝐼𝑅

2
(−�̈� − 2�̇�∅̇  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 + ∅̇2

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 ) = 0  (4) 

𝑀𝐺𝑋𝑀𝐺𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 

−
𝐼𝑅

2
[∅̈ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 − 2�̇��̇�  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 

+ 2�̈�𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 + ∅̇ �̇� 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜃) ]

= 0                           (5) 

 

The gyroscope rotor rotates permanently around its 

spinning axis with a constant speed. In this case , MGy is 

due to energy dissipation in the bearing and is 

sufficiently small to be eliminated. The gyroscope 

produces a torque when a precession occurs or vice 

versa. Making a revolution about g3 causes a torque 

MGX about g1, which can stabilize the vehicle during 

rollover. On these assumptions, the gyroscope equations 

are reduced to [14]: 

𝑀𝐺𝑋 =  
𝐼𝑅

2
[∅̈ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 − 2�̇��̇�  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 + ∅̇ �̇�

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜃) ] = 0  (6) 

𝑀𝐺𝑍 =
𝐼𝑅

2
(�̈� + 2�̇�∅̇  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − ∅̇2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 ) = 0            (7) 

Size of gyroscope. The rotor dimensions are an 

important part of the gyroscope. The spin speed of the 

rotor is high and, according to Eq. 6, other terms can be 

ignored to obtain a relation that enable us to estimate the 

rotor dimensions [12], which is: 

𝑀𝐺𝑋 =  𝐼𝑅�̇��̇�  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃                                                (8) 

When the vehicle is moving along a curved path, The 

direction of torque vector will be along the rotating spin 

vector, 90 degree in the direction of precession vector. 

Due to this, the reactive gyroscopic couple is applied by 

the axle and wheels, The four wheels and engine are 

considered two different sets of rotors since they are 

rotating with different speed and may be in different 

directions. In this studied neglecting the reactive 

gyroscopic moment due to engine. 

 The reactive gyroscopic moment due to four wheels are:  

 

𝑀𝐺𝑋 =  4𝐼𝑅�̇��̇�                                                         (9)  

Where: 

 𝑀𝐺𝑋 = 𝜏 ,  , �̇� = 𝜔 , �̇� = 𝜔𝑃 

the governing equation during the  vehicle motion of 

where   rolling not exist as the Fig.1.b is: 

∑𝑀 = 0                                                                 (10)                

This leads to: 

𝜏 = 2𝑅𝑖 + 𝑀𝑔
𝑎

2
+ 𝐹𝑐𝐻𝐶.𝐺                                  (11) 

 
Fig. 1.a. Gyroscope and vehicle coordinate 

system [12] 

 
Fig. 1.b. Rear view  the non-rolling of the vehicle 

[12]. 

 

3.2.Modeling of the vehicle  
hydroplaning 
 

          Reynolds equation has been used to 

analyses the parameters and asses the 

performance of the operation. The contact region 

between the tire and the surface road  looks like 

the convergence zone in the conventional  

hydrodynamic bearing, therefore Reynolds 

equation [14]  has been used :  

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(

ℎ3

𝜇

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(

ℎ3

𝜇

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑧
) = 6𝑈

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑥
        (12) 

   Considering the viscosity is constant over the 

whole contact region ,then expanding Reynolds 

equation and then using finite difference method 

of five nodes this yield this form of equation : 
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𝑃𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐶1𝑃𝑖+1,𝑗 + 𝐶2𝑃𝑖−1,𝑗 + 𝐶3𝑃𝑖,𝑗+1 + 𝐶3𝑃𝑖,𝑗−1

= 𝐶4                                 (13) 

This  equation has been solved numerically using a  

computer program utilizing. the matrix method Gaussian 

elimination ( MATLAB R2017a) in solving the 

simultaneous equations.   

The force that effect the tire at any node Fig. 2 [7] is : 

 

𝐹𝑁 = ∑

𝑗=𝑛

𝑗=1

∑

𝑖=𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖,𝑗 ∗ 𝑏 ∗

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝛽 −
  𝑋 

𝑟
)                    (14)    

𝐹𝑇 = ∑

𝑗=𝑛

𝑗=1

∑

𝑖=𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖,𝑗 ∗ 𝑏 ∗

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝛽 −
  𝑋 

𝑟
)                 (15)    

 
Fig. 2. Tire geometry [7]. 

 

Vehicle stability during turning 

 

1- safe speed of the vehicle regarding hydroplaning 

     At a horizontal plane where the track angle equal 

zero, equation of safe speed equal   : 

𝐹𝑢𝑝 ≥ 𝑊 ∗ 𝑔                                                           (16) 

Where the track angle equal ( 𝜃) could be any value as 

shown on figure 3 ,then equation of safe speed equal to : 

𝐹𝑢𝑝 = 𝐹𝑁 ×𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 + 𝐹𝑇 ×

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃                         (17) 

𝐹𝑢𝑝 ≥ 𝑊 ∗ 𝑔 ∗𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 +
𝐹

4
∗

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃                      (18) 

2- safe speed of the vehicle regarding coup, due to 

gyroscopic moment effect. 

 During navigation on a curved road then active 

gyroscopic couple would be created, acting on the 

system due to the rotating parts, and also 

centrifugal couple has a tendency to overturn the 

vehicle , therefore , the total overturning couple 

(𝜏𝑜 )  is given by: 

𝜏𝑜=active gyroscopic couple + centrifugal couple     

= 𝜏 + 𝜏𝑐 

𝜏𝑤 = 𝑊𝑣 ∗
𝑎

2
                                                       (19) 

At a horizontal plane , where the track angle equal 

zero , then the above equation equal is rewritten 

as follow [9] : 

𝜏𝑜 ≥ 𝜏𝑤 

𝑊𝑣 ∗ 𝑉2 ∗ 𝐻𝐶.𝑔

𝑅
+

4𝐼𝑅𝑉2

 𝑅 ∗ 𝑟
≥ 𝑊𝑣 ∗ 𝑔 ∗

𝑎

2
        (20) 

Where the track angle equal 𝜃 as shown on figure 

4 : 

(
𝑊𝑣 ∗ 𝑉2 ∗ 𝐻𝐶.𝑔

𝑅
+

4𝐼𝑅𝑉2

 𝑅 ∗ 𝑟
) ∗𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 

− (𝑊𝑣 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝐻𝐶.𝑔 ∗𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 )

≥ (𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 ∗ (
𝑊𝑣 ∗ 𝑉2

𝑅
)

+ 𝑊𝑣 ∗ 𝑔 ∗𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 )

∗
𝑎

2
                      (21) 

 

 
Fig.3. Vehicle travelling on   pavement slippery  

segment with horizontal curve [11] 
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Fig. 4.  Couples and force acting on a vehicle a during 

curved negotiation 

 

4.Results and Discussion  
 

        The computer program results had been drawn on 

(17) figures. these figures may be divided into three 

separate groups. These groups are: 

A.Critical speed depends on the rules of the gyroscopic 

torque only.. 

B.Critical speed depends on the rules of the gyroscopic 

moment in addition to the centrifugal force effect , both 

together. 

C.Critical speed depends on the rules of the 

hydroplaning only. 

 

Gyroscopic effect 

 

             Figs 5,6,7,8,9,10,,11,12 and 13  show  the 

relation between the critical speed , due to gyroscopic 

moment, with different vehicle and road parameters. For 

fig 5,6 and 7 shows an inverse proportional relation 

between the critical speed and C.G, for different values 

of R, a and track angle. while figs 8,9,10,11,12 and 13 

show a proportional relation between the critical speed 

and different vehicle and road parameters. Through these 

figures it is noticed that the increase in the height of the 

center of gravity negatively affects the critical speed and 

reduces this effect by increasing the radius of the track 

and increase the width of the vehicle and reduce this 

effect by increasing the angle of the track road. This 

confirms that high-speed vehicles (such as racing cars) 

have a low gravity center height of gravity and large 

width as the vehicle's design allows. All the mentioned 

figures are in full agreement with those obtained by: the 

following researchers : Lambert [6], Zuraul et al. [8], 

Akshey khot [9], Colvin [10], Mashadi et al. [12]. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The relation between Critical Speed and 

HC.G for different Path  Radius. 

 

Fig. 6. The relation between Critical Speed and 

HC.G for different vehicle Width 

 

 
Fig. 7. The relation between Critical Speed and 

HC.G for different Track angle. 
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Fig. 8. The relation between Critical Speed and Radius 

of the circular path for different HC.G. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. The relation between Critical Speed and Radius 

of the circular path for different vehicle width. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10. The relation between Critical Speed and Radius 

of the circular path for different Track angle. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  The relation between Critical  Speed  

and  vehicle Width for different HC.G. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.12. The relation between Critical Speed and  

vehicle Width for different Radius of the circular 

path. 

 

 

Fig. 13. The relation between Critical Speed  and  

vehicle Width for different track angle. 
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Gyroscope and centrifugal effect together 
  

           critical speed that counted on the bases of the 

gyroscopic moment in addition to the centrifugal force 

effect , both together. Figs 14,15 and 16 shows the 

relation between the critical speed and HC.G , R and 

vehicle width . The results showed that the effect of the 

gyroscopic couple negatively effects the safe speed of 

the vehicle. And increasing the width of the vehicle and 

its height  center of weight of these vehicle a clear effect 

on this mater, while the effect of the gyroscopic couple 

at low radius of low rotation is very small. Gyroscopic 

impact is increased by increasing the radius of the 

rotation path. These figures show a curve shape and 

trends in a satisfactory agreement with those obtained 

by: Brach [3], Chang [4] and Lambert [6]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig.14. The relation between Critical Speed and HC.G 

with effect and out effect gyroscopic. 

 

 

 
Fig. 15. The relation between Critical 

 Speed and Radius of the circular path with 

 effect and out effect gyroscopic. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 16. The relation between Critical Speed and 

vehicle width with effect and out effect 

gyroscopic. 

 

 

 

Hydroplaning effect  

 

        Figs 17,18,19,20 and 21 shows the effect of 

the tire width , track angle and  wheel load on the 

critical speed of the vehicle due to hydroplaning 

At the angle of the road surface 2.29 degrees, it is 

noticed that the effect of increasing the tire width 

and thickness of the water layer at critical speed is 

negative while the effect of the wheel load has a 

positive effect on the at critical speed. . These 

figures show full agreement with those obtained 

by: Mets [6] And Muhsin et al. [7]. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 17. The relation between Critical Speed and 

tire width for different wheel load. 
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Fig. 18. The relation between Critical Speed and track 

angle for different tire width.  

 
Fig. 19.  The relation between Critical Speed and wheel 

load for different water layer depth. 

 

 
Fig. 20.  The relation between Critical Speed  and track 

angle vehicle for different wheel load. 

 

 
Fig. 21.  The relation between Critical Speed  and track 

angle vehicle for different water layer depth. 

 

Conclusions 

 

1-The results showed that the effect of the 

gyroscopic couple   negatively  effects  the safe 

speed of the vehicle 

2-The relationship between the vehicle load, track 

angle of the vehicle, radius of the circular path 

and the vehicle width is direct in both cases; 

considering the effect of the gyroscopic torque 

or without it. 

3-The relationship between the of the gravity 

center height  the vehicle , Tire width the and 

the critical speed of the vehicle is inversely 

related. 

4-The critical speed regarding hydroplaning at a 

horizontal cornering (track angle of the vehicle 

= zero) is exactly the same as for straight roads. 
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NOMENCLATURES 
 

Symbol Description Unite 

a vehicle Width  m 

b The area of the element on 

the outside of the tire 

m
2

 

𝑓 Coefficient of lateral 

friction 

ــــــــــــــ

 ـ

 

𝐹𝑁 

The sum of the vertical 

forces on the surface of the 

road at the outer surface of 

the tire 

 

N 

𝐹𝑇 The sum of horizontal 

forces on the surface of the 

road at the outer surface of 

the tire 

 

N 

𝐹𝑢𝑝 The total  vertical forces 

on the surface  

N 

g1 the precession axis  ــــــ 

g2 the spin axis ـــــ 

g3 the torque axis ـــــ 

H The thickness of the water 

slide in the rib area 

m 

𝐻𝐶.𝐺 Height of the center of 

gravity of the vehicle 

m 

𝐼𝑅 the mass moment of inertia 

of the rotor around the spin 

axis 

Kg. m
2

 

L width the tire m 

M Mass vehicle Kg 

 𝑀𝐺𝑥 the gyroscopic torques 

about g1 

N.m 

 𝑀𝐺𝑦 the gyroscopic torques 

about g2 

N.m 

 𝑀𝐺𝑧 the gyroscopic torques 

about g3 

N.m 

P Water pressure trapped 

between tyre and road 

Pa 

r tyre radius at the outer 

surface 

M 

V Critical vehicle speed km/hr 

W Load on one Wheel  Kg 

𝑊𝑣 Vehicle load Kg 

𝜔 The angular velocity of the 

rotor axis  

𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
 

𝜔𝑝 The angular velocity of the 

rotary axis(pressecion) 

𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
 

𝛽  Half central corner of the 

underwater part of the tyre 

degree 

𝜃 Angle of slope track Degree 

 


